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Abstract In early research, capture and manipulation of

particles were mainly achieved by means of light, electricity

and plasma in micro-fabrication and micro-assembly. A new

method is proposed using micro-water jet to form water

tweezers to capture solid particles and implement position

control of micro-particles. This paper analyzes the basic prin-

ciple of water tweezers, and the discrete element method and

smoothed particle hydrodynamics method are employed to

establish a solid-liquid coupling model used in analyzing the

trapping mechanism. A flow field model is set up to simulate

dynamic characteristic of water tweezers based on computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD). Selection of boundary conditions,

initial guess, solver control and convergence strategies of the

model are discussed. Velocity and pressure of streamline are

predicted and discussed under certain input conditions. Simu-

lation results demonstrate that it is an efficiently theoretical

method to eventually trap solid particles by water tweezers.

Keywords Water tweezers � Micro-particle trapping �
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1 Introduction

In the fields of micro-manufacturing and micro-nano manu-

facturing, assembly will involve incompatible processes,

complex geometries and different operation mechanisms of

manufacturing materials. Its products will depend on the

micro-scale positioning, orientation and assembly operations,

so that the capture and operation of particles show important

aspect in the field of micro-nano manufacturing. Two or three

dimensional micro-structural components are realized by the

operation of the micro-components relying on the stable

capturing of the particles and handling of precise positioning,

which becomes the key technology and important base in

micro-assembly.

Particle capture and manipulation rely mainly on the

magnetic, electric, light, sound [1, 2] and suspension tech-

nology to implement in the fields of micro-manufacture and

micro-assembly. The plasma electromagnetic field method

[3] which is used to achieve control of the particles by elec-

tromagnetic levitation force has a wide range of researches

and applications [4] in the manufacture about the condensa-

tion of metal nano-particles. Dielectrophoresis method [5]

which denotes the motion of polarizable particles induced by a

non-uniform electric field under the influence of electric

dipole has been widely used for the operation of the carbon

nano-tubes, cells in micro-fluidic protein and DNA separation

[6–8] over the past several years. ‘‘Optical tweezers’’ method

[9] uses the existence of optically potential wells to make

objects float and move relying on visible laser radiation

pressure. As a kind of tiny object injury and non-contact

manipulation tools, optical tweezers can capture objects

suspended in liquid in the diameter from 10 nm to 10 lm, and

they are widely used in nano-assembly and manipulation of

tiny cells and DNA. From the mechanism of particle capture, a

conclusion can be drawn that in the excitation of the external

energy, the particles can reach a state of equilibrium and be

manipulated with changes of excitation force.

By means of particle capture mechanism, water tweezers

as a new method of particle trapping has been proposed [10].
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The aim of water tweezers is to capture stable particles which

are between 10 lm and 10 mm in diameter in liquid. The

basic principle is that in a certain condition, the ring hollow

micro-jet can not wash away the particles, but trap them

within the micro-jet which likes tweezers as firmly clamping

the particles. The boundary layer is produced between the

particles and micro-jet from the leading edge of the particles

developing along the particle surface. At the adverse pressure

area on the surface of the solid particle where the pressure

increases, the boundary layer is separated from the particle

surface, and the reverse flow of fluid is forced to generate.

The boundary layer is produced between the particles and

micro-jet from the leading edge of the particles, and develops

along the particle surface. At the adverse pressure area of

pressure increasing surface, boundary layer is separated from

the particle surface, and forced to generate reverse flow of

fluid. The swirling flow is formed under the lower part of

particle. The ring hollow lift and swirling flow will produce

the upper supporting on the particles. Supporting force of the

swirling flow and the combined effect of the annular lift

produces ‘‘clamp’’ effect to the particles, and ultimately form

water tweezers. The forming process is shown in Fig. 1.

The experiment research of micro-particle trapping is very

complex, hence direct measurement of particle velocities and

visualization of particle trajectories are very difficult for the

ultrahigh speed and small dimensions. In this paper we mainly

discuss the simulation method to analyze the process of

micro-particle trapping. This work combines smoothed par-

ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) and discrete element method

(DEM) to establish the coupling model of solid particle

motion under action of water-jet and study the interaction of

high-velocity water jet impacting on the particles.

2 Numerical simulation methods

2.1 Theory model of SPH

In the SPH method, the state of the system uses a series of

particles to describe, and these particles contain respective

physical parameters, such as density, pressure, velocity and

internal energy. According to the conservation equation of

particle movement control, the SPH kernel approximation of

continuous integral form can be converted to the sum discrete

forms of all the particles in support domain. The core of SPH

algorithm is the interpolation theory, and it smooths particle

through a series of uniform distributions with various physical

quantities to solve partial differential equations under various

boundary conditions. Grid connection between these particles

is not necessary. The continuous form of kernel approxima-

tion f(x) can be written in discretized form of a summation of

the neighboring particles as follows [11]:
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PN
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where Wij the kernel function which used in the SPH

interpolation, Rij the relative distance between i and j par-

ticle, mj, qj the mass and density of the particle, respec-

tively, h the radius of the approximation domain.

Generally, smooth length is often the same and does

not change over time and space in the numerical simu-

lation of fluid density change. But in reality, it results in

the increase or decrease of the influence domain of par-

ticle due to the deformation which will affect the accu-

racy of the calculation. For example, the particle number

will increase in the effect of the compressive deforma-

tion, and the number of particles will decrease in the

influence within tensile deformation. There are many

ways to acquire smooth length in SPH. In this paper, a

very easy way is adopted by using an average density of

smooth length transform to update. The most frequently

used smoothing function may be the cubic B-spine

function.
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where rj j the distance between the two particles, h the

smooth length, C the kernel normalization constant, which

is equal to 15ph=7 for two dimensional simulation and is

3ph=2 for three dimensional simulation.

The dimension of the compact support is defined by the

smoothing length h, and |xi - xj| \ h defines the support

domain of the particle. The gradient of the function f ðxÞ is

given by differentiating the interpolation function Eq. (2)

and can be gotten,

Fig. 1 Principal of water tweezers to capture particles
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rf ðxiÞ ¼ �
XN

j¼1

mj

qj

f ðxjÞrWij; ð3Þ

where rWij ¼ xi�xj

rij

oWij

orij
¼ xij

rij

oWij

orij
.

It can be seen that the gradient function is related to the

particle.

2.2 Coupling of SPH with FEM

Because the radius of the kernel function W is a constant,

the number of FE nodes coupling with SPH particles is

limited, as shown in Fig. 2. The FE nodes are added to

neighbor using search algorithm of SPH, which results in a

list of contact neighbors. In the contact neighbor search

algorithm, all FE nodes and SPH particles are considered.

This means that any FE node or SPH particle is close

enough.

The calculation algorithm [12] of contact force is

adapted between the water particle and the FE node of

plastic particle. The approach to calculate the contact force

vector is adopted to treat the FE nodes as SPH particles.

According to the above analytical equations, water veloc-

ities in the water jet can be obtained by theoretical method.

The coupled FEM and SPH method is implemented by

using contact algorithms. The effect of the water particles

on the surface of the solid partcle can be aquired by contact

type, where water jet is defined with SPH particles and the

particles are defined with finite elements. The contact force

vector can then be evaluated as [13]

fcðxiÞ ¼
XANCNR

j

mj

qj

mi

qi

Kn

Wðxi � xjÞn�1

WðhAvgÞn
rxi

Wðxi � xjÞ; ð4Þ

where ANCNR is the number of nodes or particles that are

considered as contact neighbors of node or particle xi.

2.3 Governing equations

The fluid domain model available is chosen to simulate the

present flows. Initially, the CFD model considers three-phase

(air, water and plastic particle) flow, where water is treated as

the primary phase. The Lagrangian formula of the governing

equations is used in the SPH model. The coordinates of par-

ticle is xi at the time t, and it becomes xj when particle moves to

another location. It is the initial function of the coordinates,

and object movement Lagrange is described as

xj ¼ xjðxi; tÞ: ð5Þ

The governing equation in this paper is written for

solving fluid dynamics problems, and the following equa-

tion is used to describe the movement of fluid and status.

Location for the equation of particle motion,

dxi

dt
¼ vi: ð6Þ

Conservation of mass equation,

d

dt
qðxiÞ ¼

XN

j¼1

mjðvðxjÞ � vðxiÞÞWij: ð7Þ

Momentum conservation equation,

d
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Conservation of energy equation,

d

dt
EðxiÞ ¼ �

XN

j¼1

mjðvðxjÞ � vðxiÞÞ
rðxjÞ
q2

i

þPij

2

� �

Wij þ Hi;

ð9Þ

where r stress tensor, E(xi) artificial intern energy unit

mass of particle, Pij artificial viscous force, Hi artificial

heat flow, Wij kernel function.

3 Numerical simulation of coupling model for water

tweezers

A pure water jet is considered as a two-dimensional, steady

axis symmetric turbulent flow which flows through a thin ring

nozzle and then goes into the atmosphere as a free jet before

entering the water tank. The computational domain includes

two coupling surfaces which are water-air coupling surface

and solid–liquid coupling surface. When the water jet passes

through the solid particle, it is trapped within the center of
Fig. 2 SPH particle approximations in a two-dimensional problem

domain with a surface
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water jet. The water jet goes another cycle after it goes through

the water tanker. The entire flow field model consists of air

domain, water basin domain and annular nozzle domain. The

dimension of annular nozzle model is inner diameter of 5 mm,

outer diameter of 10 mm and nozzle length of 20 mm. The

volume dimension of air domain model is 150 mm 9

150 mm 9 50 mm, and the diameter of particle solid model

is 8 mm. The volume dimenstion of flow field model is

200 mm 9 200 mm 9 100 mm, and the diameter of tanker

outlet is 8 mm. In the absence of experimental data, the flow at

the nozzle exit is assumed to be fully developed to the 1/7th

power law distribution for the mean velocity profile.

The water jet is modeled by SPH particles, and the target

particle is still modeled by discrete elements method

(DEM). The jet velocity distribution is supposed as uni-

formed. The procedure creating the SPH particle model of

water jet is explained as follows. In the 3-D FEA model,

the water domain, air domain and plastic particle domain

are meshed by 6-node triangular. The micro-water jet

domain is meshed by 8-node brick element, as shown in

Fig. 3. The water-jet nozzle domain includes 53,553 ele-

ments with 12,431 nodes. The plastic particle has 7,200

elements with 8,649 nodes. The mesh of plastic particle

will be distorted due to impact of water jet. To simplify the

model of water jet, the plastic is set to rigid body.

The default solver values are used for the turbulent

kinetic energy and dissipation rate, and the liquid volume

fraction is set to one over this boundary. In addition, the

water jet in the inlet is assumed to have a negligible

velocity defect for the particles. In the CFD model, wall of

water domain is treated as a slip wall, whereas air domain

is considered as free boundary for which pressure condi-

tions of inlet are used. It is expected that only air will be

entrained into the computational domain, therefore the air

volume fraction for any fluid entering the domain across

section of air domain is set to unity. The geometry of

computational domain with boundary conditions is shown

in Fig. 4. The target material is plastics sphere with the

diameter of 8 mm, and the water jet with the diameter of

5 mm. Finally, the velocity of the target is 2 m/s.

The boundaries of the flow field are set as follows:

(i) The nozzle flow, QInlet ¼ 0:3 kg=s.

(ii) Bottom of the tank outlet flow, QOutlet ¼ 0:3 kg=s.

(iii) Solid particle is set to the static.

(iv) Coupling surface 1 is formed by the nozzle exit and

the air domain (seen the top green grid surface ) and

coupling surface 2 is formed by the air domain and

water domain (see the bottom green grid surface).

(v) The boundary conditions of the air domain are set to

‘‘opening’’.

It is assumed that the solid particles are the static, which

ignores the movement of solid particles in the effect of

water jet. To form water tweezers under water jet condi-

tions, it is necessary to analyze whether the ring hollow

micro jet can achieve capture force.

Fig. 3 Discrete finite element model

Fig. 4 Computation domain and boundary conditions of CFD model
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4 Results and discussion

The direction velocity vector of water flow around the solid

particles is shown in Fig. 5. The speed of the particle top is

close to zero and two small disturbance vortexes are

formed in the effect of water jet. The water jet arrives at the

surface of particle and flows along the edge of particle until

approaching the bottom of particle to spread. From the

pressure gradient around the particle as shown in Fig. 6, a

ring hollow lift is formed by pressure gradient whose

vector direction is from the bottom to up because of dis-

turbance vortex in the particle upper. In particle bottom, a

supported force is created by pressure gradient whose

vector direction is from the bottom to up. The force of the

water jet acting on the particle is offset in horizontal

direction and its function is to balance the particle. The

force working in the vertical direction is not zero because

of the impact of water jet. To keep the water jet clamping

the particle, the supported force or ring hollow lift should

be equal or greater than the impact force of water jet.

Figure 7a shows the velocity change along the stream-

line when the water particle flows from the inlet to outlet in

the working conditions. The velocity of water jet keeps

stable in 3.2 m/s before the water jet reaches the solid

particle. When water jet is approaching the solid particle,

the speed seriously decreases because of particles hinder-

ing. When the water jet hits on the surface of solids, water

jet flows downward along the particle surface to the bot-

tom. Figure 7b shows the pressure change along the

streamline when the water particle flows from the inlet to

outlet in the working conditions. The pressure of water jet

keeps in a constant value about 1.02 9 105 Pa. When

water jet is approaching the solid particle, the pressure

significantly increases because of particles hindering. After

the water jet hits on the surface of solids, water jet flows

downward along the particle surface to the outlet and the

pressure decreases to a balance pressure about 1 9 105 Pa

until the water jet goes through the outlet.

As a hypothesis theory about water jet to trap solid

particle, it can be seen that the water jet is fully capable of

Fig. 5 Direction velocity vector of water jet around the solid particles

Fig. 6 Direction pressure gradient vector of water jet around the solid particles
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forming the capture of the particle from the simulation

results using established CFD simulation model. When the

solid particle is in a static state, the formation of water jet

flow direction can achieve the clamping capacity on the

solid particles from the theoretical analysis results.

5 Conclusions

The study has provided an in-depth description of the

dynamic characteristics of particles in the action of water

jet. A CFD simulation of water tweezers based on water

jets has shown a mechanism about how to form water

tweezers using micro water jet. A flow field model is set up

to analyze the forming process of water tweezers by means

of the hybrid coupling of SPH and FEA. The simulation

results for the trapping of micro solid particles have dem-

onstrated that micro water jet flow passing ring nozzle can

clamp the particle in a certain condition. The velocity and

pressure around the particle can provide good condition for

the particle trapping. This simulation results are coinciding

with the trends extracted from the predictive models. The

next study will provide the essential knowledge to optimize

the jet characteristics by changing the nozzle design

parameters, and mathematical model of the jet and particle

characteristics for improving the water tweezers perfor-

mance to eventually achieve the precise position control of

the solid particles using water tweezers.
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